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INTRODUCTION
Motivation
The deregulation of the electricity industry leads to global developments toward the
commodization of electric energy [1, 2]. The liberalization and privatization of the
electricity sector began in Chile in 1982 and the trend spread to Latin American
countries and the rest of the world in the 1990s [3].
This tendency has intensified in Europe and North America, where market forces
have pushed policymakers to begin removing artificial obstacles that have shielded
electric utilities from competition.The price of electricity is far more volatile than
that of other commodities normally noted for extreme volatility [2].
Relatively small changes in load or generation can cause large changes in price
and all in a matter of hours (with real-time dynamic prices in seconds or minutes)
[4].
Unlike in the financial markets, electricity is traded every hour of the year, but
electricity cannot be stored efficiently. The balance between the generation and
consumption must be kept every hour of a year [5].
However, electricity and other commodity markets are not similar. The wide
variety of variable costs on the production side is the reason for a large difference.
There is nearly no variable cost in hydro and wind generation and thus gas powered
turbines are considered on a wide scale. To satisfy the demand for low cost power, a
variety of generation sources are needed. Some power generation units are
expensive to build but can be operational all year round [6]. Other types like
combined heat and power are used mostly to cover wintertime heating and needs
during high price periods. Gas powered turbines are used only for certain periods of
high price and electricity demand because of their energy intensive nature [7].
Thesis objectives and tasks
The main objective of the thesis is to analyze the possibility to use electrical energy
reserves for balancing of energy generation and consumption in households and to
present some data for dimensioning the electrical energy reserve in real-time open
market conditions using renewable energy generation on the example of
photovoltaic panels and wind turbines.
This research is important because the open market price fluctuations in Estonia
are scarcely studied and the market opened fully for all customers in 2013. Also,
costs of energy storage and small-scale renewable sources are being reduced and
subsidies are available for their installation at private houses. The use of a renewable
energy source in conjunction with energy storage and open market prices could be
beneficial also for smaller customers. Therefore the analysis of energy consumption
in a smaller household is essential to acquire information for dimensioning the
energy reserve.
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Research tasks
Statistical analysis of the power generation of solar and wind power systems, load
patterns and electricity price to design an energy reserve optimization methodology
for grid connected households with integrated small-scale renewable systems, which
includes




Analysis of time-dependence of electricity consumption and Nord Pool Spot
price fluctuations for household energy management to overcome peak
times
Analysis for the evaluation of electricity production in small-scale
renewable power generation systems
Development of an energy reserve optimization methodology for grid
connected households with integrated small-scale renewable systems

Major results and novelty
The scientific contributions of the thesis, which are considered as new, can be
summarized as the development of an energy reserve optimization methodology for
grid connected households with integrated small-scale renewable systems, which
includes analysis methods for the evaluation of
1. Nord Pool Spot price fluctuations
2. load patterns and time dependence of electricity consumption
3. spot price based load management possibilities
4. distributed/local renewable power generation
5. balance between distributed/local power generation and consumption
Thesis outline
The thesis is divided into three chapters, the introduction and conclusions.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of issues in the contemporary open electricity
market, the Nord Pool Spot market and the storage systems suited for small-scale
systems.
Chapter 2 covers the analysis of energy use of home users, the price formation in
Nord Pool Spot Estonian area and introduction of a simplified method on the
possible use of price fluctuations at households using a storage system.
Chapter 3 describes the electrical energy reserve optimization method for
households using renewable power generation.
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SYMBOLS
a – represents an Nord Pool Spot area
da – demand in the area a
Da – demand function in the area a
sa – supply in the area a
Sa – supply function in the area a
nnps – number of areas
t – index for time
S – energy storage level
t – time step (h)
Ps – power output of energy storage
S – energy storage level
s – round-trip efficiency of energy storage
c – charging efficiency of energy storage
d – discharging efficiency of energy storage
Est – minimum electrical storage capacitance
Ehb – high-tariff consumption before shifting of shiftable loads
Esh – shifted energy
Eha – high-tariff consumption after energy consumption shifting of shiftable loads
Eu,Σ – energy of the under-consumption period
Eo,Σ – energy the over-consumption period
Eo,max – energy consumption at the highest over-consumption period
Eu,max – energy consumption at the highest under-consumption period
Ei – energy amount at the moment i
E – average energy consumption
Ei,awh – water heater energy consumption after shifting at time i
Ei,bwh – water heater energy consumption before shifting at time i
Ei,b– total energy consumption before shifting at time i
ESE – shortage of energy, which should be balanced by the electrical energy storage
Xi – price of electrical energy in the instance i
XF – average area price
Apv – PV-module area
kpr – performance ratio
Ec – total daily electricity consumption
Epv – daily electricity generation of a PV-system
Es – global irradiance in Wh
ηpv – efficiency of a PV-system
Epv,i – generated electricity at the hour i
n – 24 hours a day
E pv – average daily electricity generation
VR – coefficient of variation
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P– power of a turbine,
A – rotor area;
 – density of air;
– efficiency;
d – diameter of rotor;
v – wind speed;
cw – power coefficient;
Eg – electricity generation of a wind-turbine per day;
Pr,g – rated power of a wind turbine;
Pr,c – needed rated power of a wind turbine for covering daily electricity
consumption.
Epp – electricity generated by a generation system
Esp – surplus of generated electricity
Elos – total losses
Edir,c – direct consumption of electricity generated by a generation system
Eres,c – indirect consumption of electricity generated by a generation system
Eg,i – electricity generated at the hour i
Ec,i – electricity consumption at the hour i
Esp – daily surplus of electricity
Eg,i – electricity generated at the hour i
Ec,i – electricity consumption at the hour i
Eg,i,m – electricity generated at the month i
ny – 12 months a year
E g – average annual electricity generation.
Eres – daily demand for stored energy
Eres,i – demand for stored energy at the hour i
kres – relative daily demand for stored electricity compared to total demand (i.e.
consumption)
Edir –average daily directly consumed electricity
kdir – relative direct coverage of load
x – first range of values (e.g. power generation) and
y – second range of values (e.g. power consumption)
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ABBREVIATIONS
AC
CAES
CHP
CSP
DC
DoD
EE
ES
HD
HY
kWh
NPS
PG
PHES
PV
SESAM
SMES
SP1
WD
VRF
WT

Alternating current
Compressed air energy storage
Combined heat and power
Concentrated Solar Power energy storage.
Direct current
Depth of discharge
Nord Pool Spot Estonian area
Electricity storage
Weekend days
Hybrid
Kilowatt hour
Nord Pool Spot
Power generation
Pumped hydroelectric energy storage
Photovoltaic
Nord Pool Spot Trading System
Superconducting magnetic energy storage
Nord Pool Spot system area
Working days
Vanadium redox flow
Wind turbine
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1. STATE OF THE ART AND RECENT ADVANCES IN
OPEN ELECTRICITY MARKET AND DEMAND-SIDE
MANAGEMENT POSSIBILITIES
1.1

Open electricity market

The process of deregulation of electricity market started in South America in 1982,
slowly spreading around the world. In 1990, the privatization of the electricity
industry in England and Wales triggered processes for the deregulation of electricity
market in other Commonwealth of Nations countries and from there all over the
world. Despite different deregulation processes, market concepts are relatively the
same. Main tasks of a market are: to unbundle the competitive functions from the
monopoly functions and to establish a free wholesale and retail electricity market.
In different jurisdictions, bulk system (or “grid”) operators are termed in a different
way: in Europe they are called transmission system operators (TSOs); in India - load
dispatch centers; in the United States - regional transmission organizations (RTOs)
or independent system operators (ISOs). Operators of the low-voltage level who
reduce the voltage from the transmission lines and deliver power through the
distribution lines also have different names, including distribution system operators
(DSOs) in Europe and utilities in the United States. The load-serving entities
(LSEs), such as utilities, competitive retailers, and the DSOs that sell electricity to
retail consumers, purchase their power from the wholesale energy market [8].
Current literature points out three major models in use for electricity markets: the
Bertrand model [9], the Cournot model [10], and the supply function equilibrium
(SFE) model [11]. The SFE model applies very well to the market structure of many
restructured electricity markets, such as New Zealand, Australia, Pennsylvania-New
Jersey-Maryland Interconnection, California Power Exchange and Nord Pool Spot.
In these markets, the bid format is precisely a supply function [12].
There are several open electricity markets worldwide that are mostly operating on
regional basis. Some countries are also part of several electricity markets, like
Germany (European Energy Exchange EEX, EPEX SPOT, Austria - EPEX SPOT,
EXAA Energy Exchange; Hungary - Hungarian Power Exchange HUPX and PXE Power Exchange Central Europe [13-17] and some larger countries have several
electricity markets within the country mostly due to territorial reasons; Australia Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) for the South West interconnected system of
Western Australia (SWIS), Australian Power Market Operator for other parts of
Australia, and USA with ten different electricity markets [18-20].
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1.2

Estonia in the open electricity market

The Estonian electricity market is a part of the physically interconnected Nordic
market, which also includes Finland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. Nord Pool
Spot offers both day-ahead and intraday markets to its participants. 370 companies
from 20 countries trade on the Exchange. In 2011, the NPS group had a turnover of
316 TWh and in 2013 already 493 TWh [21].
The Estonian market has been open for large consumers since 2010. A large
consumer is a company that uses more than 2 GWh of electricity a year through one
connection point. The law provides a large consumer the right and the obligation to
choose their own electricity seller. This can be done by purchasing directly or
through a broker in the Nord Pool Spot’s Estonia price area. The electricity market
was opened fully for all consumers from 2013.
The main factors that influence the price of electricity in the open market are the
availability of production capacity and connenction capacity that ensure electricity
flow within the country and between neighboring countries. Nowadays, Estonia has
electricity connections with Russia, Latvia and Finland. Connection to Finland is via
the 350 MW sea cable EstLink 1. In 2014 the EstLink 2 sea cable between Estonia
and Finland was opened, tripling the transmission capacity between the Baltic and
Nordic countries. In addition to EstLink 2, NordBalt between Lithuania and Sweden
(2016), a third line between Estonia and Latvia (2020) and LitPol between Lithuania
and Poland (2020) are being planned [22].

The spot market at NPS is an auction-based exchange for the trading of
physically delivered electricity. The spot market’s key task is balancing the
supply and demand in the power market. There is also a final balancing
process for fine adjustments in the real time balancing market. The spot
market receives bids, offers from producers and consumers alike, and
calculates an hourly price that balances these opposing sides. NPS publishes
a spot price for each hour of the coming day in order to balance supply and
demand [23].
The SESAM calculation equation is based on an application of the social welfare
criteria in combination with market rules. SESAM is maximizing the value of the
objective function subject to physical constraints, like volume constraints, area
balances, transmission and ramping constraints [24].
sa
d a
Max    Da ( x)dx   S a ( y ) dy ,
n 
0
0

(1.2.1)

where a – an area; da – demand in the area a; Da – demand function in the area a;
sa – supply in the area a; Sa – supply function in the area a; and n – number of areas.
The system area price for each hour determined by the intersection of the
aggregate supply and demand curves representing all bids is offered for the entire
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Nordic region. In addition to the area price there is also an annual fixed fee and a
variable trading fee for all market participants. In the political debate surrounding
energy, this type of price formation is labeled a marginal price setting. However, this
gives a false impression that the establishment of prices in the electricity market is
different from the price formation process in other commodity markets. The only
difference lies in the significantly higher requirements for the secure delivery of
electricity because it must be delivered at the precise moment it is needed by the
consumer. The inelasticity caused by the inability to store electricity is the reason of
this difference [25].

1.3

Electricity storages for households

ES is a vital factor for distributed generation systems in order to fulfil power peaks,
reduction of installed generation capacity and balancing missing long and short-term
coincidence between power generation and demand [26].
Optimal dimensioning of electricity storage according to the energy production
of micro-scale renewables (in residential areas and households) and electricity
consumption are important topics in the development of micro- and smartGRID
technologies to increase system reliability and to reduce the profitability time.
Flourishing use of an electrical grid needs permanent online balancing of supply and
demand, including grid losses. Correctly chosen electricity storage technologies will
smooth out these surges and allow electricity to be dispatched later [27].
All the commercially available battery storage systems have a similar system
design: batteries are connected to a power conversion system that converts a variable
DC voltage of the battery to a 3-phase AC voltage of the utility [28].
The battery storage device is defined by its energy capacity, charging efficiency,
discharging efficiency, charging power capacity, and discharging power capacity.
The relationship between the storage content S and the power flow in/out of the
storage Ps is as follows [29]:

Ps t   0 
Ps t   0 

1

Ps t t
 S t  
d
S t  1)   
 S t    P t t
c s


Psmin  Ps t   Psmax

(1.3.1)

(1.3.2)

S min  S t   S max

where c and d - efficiencies of charging and discharging, respectively; t - index
for time; S - energy storage level; t - time step; Ps - power output of energy storage;
S - energy storage level. The round-trip efficiency of electricity storage is

s  c d
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Electricity can also be stored by converting it into another form such as potential,
kinetic or chemical energy [30]. ES has a wide spectrum of use in different
applications. It is mainly derived from their special storage capacities and energy
power that can be received from various ranges of devices. Figure 1.3.1 shows a
widely used approach for classifying electrical energy storages according to the
energy form used [31].
Electrical energy storage systems
Mechanical

Electrochemical

Electrical

Pumped Hydro

Secondary batteries

Double‐layer Capacitor

Compressed Air

Flow batteries

Superconducting magnetic coil

Flywheel

Chemical

Thermal

Hydrogen

Sensible heat storage

Figure 1.3.1. Classification of electrical energy storage systems according to the energy form

CAES and pumped hydro do not suit well for small-scale renewable energy
systems due to the size and the costs of these systems and therefore havea wider use
in utility scale installations. SMES and SCES are high-power devices that have very
high efficiency and can withstand several cycles without substantial loss of energy
storage capacity but they have high execution expenditures and the technology is in
the stage of development [30, 32, 33].
Kinetic energy storage systems [32, 34, 35] mostly based on flywheel technology
are used for short duration, high-power discharges and are therefore widely used in
the uninterruptable power source market. The main disadvantage is the friction
losses [34, 36] and therefore they have a rather high cost for set-up and care [32].
Flow battery characteristics include high power and low self-discharge as compared
to other forms of storage technologies [37, 38]. Flywheels and fuel cells are not yet
suitable for integration at households but the batteries with their high energy density,
well-known technology and simplicity of relative usage are a much better option
[30].
Effects of demand response on the end-customer distribution fee and experiences
from spot-market based price response of residential customers are reviewed in [39,
40]. Opening of the electricity market gives new opportunities to optimize micro
grid topologies, including surface and storage capacity of a PV system. Optimization
of renewable systems (including HY renewable systems and WT or PV systems with
ES) has been studied thoroughly, but analysis about the optimization of electricity
reserve and renewable systems according to open electricity market prices (e.g.
NPS) is scarce.
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2. ENERGY MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS IN
HOUSEHOLDS
This chapter is a compedium of articles [I], [III] and [IV] and takes into
consideration the issues described in the previous chapter. It covers the household
consumption patterns and storage considerations according to the operational times
of home appliances and considers open electricity market "Nord Pool Spot" price
fluctuations as a possibility of retrenchment of electricity cost at households.
The total primary energy consumption of U.S. residential and commercial
buildings is around 73% of the total US electricity consumption, which includes also
the construction sector [41, 42]. U.S. building sector includes single- and multifamily residences and commercial buildings use 41% of the primary energy in the
United States of America.
Consumption of electricity at households in Estonia is nearly 35% of the total
national energy consumption, and in this respect is one of the largest in the European
Union [43].
Energy consumption management in buildings has only two generally known
approaches, one is consumption reduction and the other is consumption shifting
[44]. The anterior is enabled by raising awareness among users and building more
energy efficient buildings [45]. There are some demand-side management systems in
which management takes place on the basis of priority [46-48], although the
feasibility of these systems is questionable. For feasible consumption shifting
management, the consumption patterns must be analyzed beforehand.
Multi-tariff systems with large tariff differences could be the major factor in
changing the customer behavior. The inquiries of household owners and energy
consumption analysis have shown low awareness about the energy consumption,
consumption shifting possibilities and feasibility. About 80% of household owners
know that using compact fluorescent lamps and consumption shifting to the low
tariff period reduces the costs. Less than 20% of people are unaware of consumption
distribution between the loads like lighting, water heating etc.; high and low tariff
consumption distribution by loads; and investments feasibility of energy
consumption shifting or energy saving devices [49].
Households without power generation ability have only two cost reduction
methods: a) reduction of consumption or b) time-shifting loads. The profitability of
time-shifting depends on load priorities and possibility to use energy storage. The
household consumption is not uniform, different appliances have different regimes,
priorities and roles [50]. Energy storage systems play a key role in shifting critical
(not shiftable) loads. Storages can be classified into heating and electrical ones.
Heating energy storages are water or space heaters in residential buildings with
electrical heating loads. In terms of total consumption, these loads have mainly highenergy consumption, which is about 30%...50%. Energy consumption shifting and
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balancing with existing heating energy storage systems needs small investments, and
their profitability is mostly less than one year.
Optimization of electrical energy storage capacitance and control models
(including the charging/discharging cycles) are important research questions. The
main objectives of customers are:
•
to minimize their energy costs
•
to increase the power quality and comfort
Authors’ [49] position is that consumption priorities can be divided into three main
groups:
 non-shiftable (a),
 almost shiftable (b),
 shiftable (c).
Shiftable loads can be defined as loads that can be shifted from a high tariff period
to a low tariff period without any investments to additional electrical or thermal ES
systems. Shiftability is closely related to customer’s needs or convenience and
depends on the functional possibilities of the loads, technical characteristics and
surrounding environment (including building construction).

2.1

Load taxonomy and analysis of electrical energy consumption
patterns

Consumer loads in US are studied by the US Department of Energy. The result is
shown in Figure 2.1.1 [42] where wet cleaning incorporates washing machines and
dryers as well as dishwashers; adjust to SEDS is the US Energy Information
Administration’s adjustment to reconcile supply-side.

Figure 2.1.1 Residential energy use in US in 2011 [42]
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The authors’ [49] analysis is based on four-week measurements (in February/March
2012). They chose an average Estonian household as an object of analysis. The
entire energy consumption by load in that apartment is shown in Figure 2.1.2.
Similarities with energy use in US households are quite evident.

Figure 2.1.2. Load distribution of household appliances [49]

Analysis on the customer behavior and the real consumption preferences can be
classified according to [50].
1. Shiftable loads are electrical water heaters, dishwashers and washing machines about 54% from the total consumption.
2. Nearly shiftable loads are refrigerators, boiling kettles, coffee machines, floor
heating, irons, and vacuum cleaners - about 10% from the total consumption.
3. Non-shiftable loads are TV sets, PCs with a modem, home cinema and music
centers, cooking stoves, kitchen ventilation, bathroom lighting and ventilation about 36 % from the total consumption [49].

2.2

Time-dependence of energy consumption

Based on the analysis of electricity consumption [Ibid], the average workday
consumption per hour is 0.9 kWh, and the average holiday consumption per hour is
1.4 kWh. Before the consumption shifting and reducing in the workday, the average
high-tariff consumption is 1.05 kWh/h and average low-tariff is 0.55 kWh/h. Three
peak hours were discovered: a couple of hours on the workday morning, noon on
holiday and evening on workday and holiday. Main load: in the morning, noon and
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evening is the water heater; at noon and in the evening - the cooking stove. The
lighting influences only consumption in the evening.
Before the consumption shifting and reducing, the average ON time period is 4
hours and 36 minutes. The average ON time in the high-tariff period is 2 hours and
10 minutes.
The operation times of home appliances can be divided into three groups:
 long operation period (3 hours and more): refrigerator, TV, modem, PC,
video, lighting, water heater, floor heating
 average operation period (between 1 to 3 hours): bathroom lighting, cooking
stove & ventilation, iron, vacuum cleaner, dishwasher
 short operation period (up to 1 hour): washing machine, coffee machine,
boiling kettle, toaster
Appliances with a long operation period like water heaters, floor heating and
refrigerators have an energy storage capability. Energy consumption scheduling of
about 200-liter water heater and floor heating energy up to six hours does not affect
the customers comfort. Control for scheduling of a small water heater (up to 50
liters) and a refrigerator must be reasonable and take into consideration vacancy of
the apartment. Water heaters and refrigerators are rarely used on WD between 9 and
15 o’clock, which makes it possible to shift electricity consumption of small water
heaters and refrigerators for one to three hours.

2.3

Energy reserve dimensioning for consumption shifting in a twotariff system

If the consumption of all freely shiftable loads (water heater, dishwasher, washing
machine) is time-shifted to the low-tariff time and regular lighting bulbs are replaced
with compact fluorescent or light emitting diode bulbs, the 6.5...7 kWh of almostand non-shiftable energy consumption stays in the high-tariff period. After
consumption scheduling and using of compact fluorescent lamps, the average hightariff energy consumption is 0.43 kWh/h.
In the high-tariff period, two high and low consumption periods with a
difference of about 7.4 times can be identified. The low energy consumption period
is between 7...17 and 21...23 o’clock - with the average energy consumption of
0.165 kWh/h. The high energy consumption period is between 17...21 o’clock with
the average energy consumption of 1.22 kWh/h. [III]
Two different choices are available for electrical energy reserve calculation.
First, reserve should cover energy need for the whole high-tariff period. Using a
simplified formula (2.3.1), reserve capacitance of about 6.9 kWh can be calculated:
Est  Ehb  E sh  Eha ,

(2.3.1)

where Est – minimum electrical reserve capacitance; Ehb – high-tariff consumption
before shifting of shiftable loads; Esh - shifted energy (energy consumption of
shiftables loads); Eha – high-tariff consumption after energy consumption shifting of
shiftable loads.
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Naturally, it is important to take into consideration also all energy losses in the
scheduling process and system self-consumption.
Second, the reserve should hold only energy of the high-energy consumption
period, which means an energy capacitance of about 4.9 kWh (about 29% less than
described before). In both cases, the peak power of the reserve system should be
approximately between 1.2 and 1.5 kW.

2.4

Reserve dimensioning for consumption balancing

In the following analysis the consumption of a water heater, dishwasher and washing
machine will be shifted with the electrical energy reserve system. To balance
electricity consumption it is important to define average electricity consumption and
deviation of electricity consumption. The simplified formulas (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) for
the calculation of maximum over- and under-consumption amounts are described as
follows:
 Eu ,  0

n

,
Ei  E   Eo,   ( Ei  E )
i 1

E
 o, max  Eo,  Eo,max  Eo,

(2.4.1)

 E o ,  0

n

,
Ei  E   Eu ,   ( E i  E )
i 1

E
 u ,max  Eu ,  Eu ,max  Eu ,

(2.4.2)

where Eu,Σ – energy of the under-consumption period; Eo,Σ – energy the overconsumption period; Eo,max – energy consumption at the highest over-consumption
period; Eu,max – energy consumption at the highest under-consumption period; Ei –
energy amount at the moment i; E – average energy consumption.
The average daily electricity consumption is 1 kWh per hour [III]. It is shown in
Figure 2.4.1 that at WD two over- and two under-consumption periods occur. Overconsumption periods are from 7 to 10 o’clock and from 17 to 1 o’clock with an
energy amount of 2 kWh and 5.4 kWh, respectively. Under-consumption periods are
from 1 to 7 o’clock and from 10 to 17 o’clock with an energy amount of 3.5 kWh
and 3.9 kWh, respectively.
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Figure 2.4.1. Average WD electricity consumption before shiftable loads scheduling

Electrical energy reserve capacitance should be greater than or equal to the highest
energy consumption period. Comparing the energy consumption of a workday,
holiday and an average day, the maximum energy demand for balancing is about 7
kWh.
If all shiftable loads on WD are “switched on“ under average price, then at least
1.1 kWh reserve system is needed for shifting of energy consumption.
If all shiftable loads on HD are “switched on“ under average price, then at least
11.8 kWh of energy consumption should be supplied from the reserve system
(Figure 2.4.2). If an average price deviation is allowed (43.05 - 29.76)*10% = 1.33€
(10 % from maximum and minimum price difference), then 4.83 kWh should be
supplied from the electrical energy reserve.
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Figure 2.4.2 Average holiday price fluctuation compared to electricity consumption before
and after scheduling of shiftable loads

2.5

Consumption balancing with water heater consumption shifting

This section analyzes the use of a water heater for electricity consumption balancing
in a two-tariff system. Using a simplified formula (2.5.1) the consumption pattern of
a new water heater for balancing is calculated
Ei,awh  Ei,bwh  ( Ei,b  E )
Ei,awh  0  ESE 

n

 Ei,awh

,

(2.5.1)

i 1

where Ei,awh – water heater energy consumption after shifting at time i; Ei,bwh –
water heater energy consumption before shifting at time i; Ei,b– total energy
consumption before shifting at time i; E – average energy consumption; ESE shortage of energy, which should be balanced by the electrical energy storage.
Figure 2.5.1 shows that consumption scheduling with a water heater can balance
electricity consumption on holiday. Also, no problems are encountered in
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consumption balancing with water heater scheduling at workday from 0 to 17 and 21
to 24 o’clock.

Figure 2.5.1. New consumption pattern for water heater HD and WD consumption

As shown in Figure 2.5.1, it impossible to balance consumption between 17 and 21
o’clock with a water heater. At the same time another high consumption unit, the
cooking stove, is used. During that period the shortage of energy is about 1.6 kWh
(0.4 kWh per hour), which should be supplied by an additional electrical energy
storage system or energy source. An alternative is to reduce the comfort level by
shifting or reducing of other non-shiftable loads.

2.6

Reserve dimensioning considering the Nord Pool Spot average
daily price

Energy consumption in households in the UK is reported in [51] and in Estonia in
[49]. Peak hours for UK households are from 06-08 and 13-18. Main peak hours for
Estonian average households are at 07-08 and 19-21 on workdays and 12-14 and 1921 at weekends. It is quite easy to see the possible use of energy reserve to smoothen
the loads at morning or midday use and even the evening use at weekends.
To find the possibilities for consumption scheduling, an average day from the
actual data from the NPS trading system was constructed. A period of seven months
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starting in April 2010 was studied. Average price was calculated with the wellknown formula of a generalized mean:
n

_

x

m

x
i 1

m
i

n

,

(2.6.1)

where Xi – price of electrical energy at the time i.
The smallest time interval in these calculations is one hour, because on the NPS spot
electricity trading prices are set constant for one hour. According to the analysis,
fluctuations in the system area are smaller (around 11.00 €/MWh) than in the EE
area (the amplitude of the price during the day is much higher at 26.35 €/MWh)
[IV]. The high price amplitude in the local market enables consumption scheduling
models to be used in residential areas to gain economy.
Figure 2.6.1 shows the deviation calculated by the simple formula (2.6.2) from
the average price to analyze possibilities to use off-peak hours to store energy or
shift the load to off-peak hours. We needed an assurance of off-peak hours available
to recharge the batteries or other storage equipment. We found that the average
duration of peaks that are higher than the average area price is 9.59 hours and the
average duration of off-peaks is 13.48 hours. That means there is plenty of time to
recharge storage equipment during the off-peak time.
Deviation from an average price is higher at peak hours, but peak hours last
shorter than off-peak hours. It is most profitable to save energy between 23...06
o’clock when the price is lower than 10% compared to average. It is also possible to
save energy between 16...19 o’clock when the price is about 2-3% lower than
average.
k

S

xi

n
n 1

 XF

XF

,

(2.6.2)

where Xi - the price of electrical energy in the instance i (from 0-24 hours) and XF the average area price.
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Figure 2.6.1 Average EE area price deviation

The volatility of electricity price has a cyclical character. The daily and weekly
seasonality is illustrated by the intra weekly plot of mean absolute hourly price
changes in [IV]. Volatility patterns are in correlation with the on-peak/off-peak
specification on the NPS market. The lowermost volatility is detected at the
weekends and during night. The huge increase of price within hours 33-39 is a result
of emergency shutdown of the thermal power plant section in the EE. A strong seven
day dependence for electricity spot price returns is easily detectable. It is also
surprising that this dependence lasts almost forever [52].
Another seasonal phenomenon was observed on a yearly basis as a result of
comparison of NPS SP1 prices in 2009. The price is much higher in the winter
season but remains nearly the same in other seasons, as plotted in Figure 2.6.2. The
price curve in the summertime for the EE in 2010 is quite similar to trends observed
in the SP1 in the summertime.
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Figure 2.6.2 Average daily price at the SP1 on the seasonal scale compared to the EE price in
the summertime

As seen in Figure 2.6.3, the distribution of prices is symmetric and leptokurtic. With
the leptokurtic distribution, the price will have a relatively low amount of variance
because return values are close to the mean. This could mean that energy producers
will not try to invest to storage facilities, as there could be quite small return on
investment. This area needs further research with focus on the profitability of using
energy storing and shifting on the demand side.
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Figure 2.6.3 Distribution of price range in the EE area

To understand the possibilities for actualprofit earning from using electrical energy
storage, a simple method for demand side control was introduced. For the
calculations, the NPS data for the Estonian area within one year were used.
Storage is charged at the lowest price during the regular off-peak time from 0205 o’clock in the morning. Storage is discharged at the three consecutive peak hours
during the next 24 hours (2.6.3).
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(2.6.3)

p dmin  pih  min
h
 p d  pi
i  1..24 
This method gives us theoretically 365 charging/discharging cycles per year. The
analysis shows that the cycle lifetime in most commonly used chemical storage
devices is between 1000–15,000 with 80% DoD [53, 54].
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Lead acid batteries have a cycle life of 1200–1800 cycles, with a round trip
efficiency of 75–80% and with a lifetime of 5–15 years [55]. Low self-discharge rate
at less than <0.1% per day makes lead acid batteries suitable for long period energy
storages [56].
The Ni–Cd battery’s cycle life is predicted around 3500 cycles with low
maintenance costs, using high DoD [57, 58]. Even 50,000 cycles is possible at 10%
of DoD but has also a major disadvantage of poisonous heavy metal cadmium use.
The energy density and the energy efficiency of NaS batteries are very high, also
very low self-discharge, low maintenance and excellent recyclability [59]. NaS
battery’s main problem is a working temperature of typically 350 °C and the battery
needs to be heated even in standby mode, which reduces its total efficiency. [28]
The system life for VRF is around 15 years, with net energy efficiency of 0.72
[60, 63], it can handle over 1000 cycles at 100% of DoD [38, 61], but needs
maintenance as the separator membrane has to be replaced every 5 years [62].
Nevertheless, VRF is well suitable for low cost, long time energy storage.
It has been taken into consideration that the cost per cycle which is from 0.385 €
in NaS batteries to 8.39 € in lead acid batteries [64]. Considering the self-discharge
rate of 0-20% of typical chemical batteries, NaS batteries have been reported as
having the lowest price per cycle and nearly no self-discharge as beta alumina has
nearly zero conductivity; therefore nearly 100% charge efficiency could be attained
[65].
Even if the device allows us to use it for 5-20 years, the outcome is most likely
not profitable; therefore some calculations were made on its possible profitability.
Calculations are considering 24 kW/h consumption per day and storage cost is
calculated using NaS batteries. According to the calculations, a 47% yearly total
saving can be achieved. Considering also the storage cost, the calculated savings
will be reduced at least by 50%. This storaging principle in combination with PV
panels and wind turbine can increase the profit as PVs are most efficient at peaktime and most of wind generator production is also at the peak time. A surplus of
energy occurs at peak time that can be sold to the open market at a profitable price.
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3. ENERGY RESERVE OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR
GRID CONNECTED HOUSEHOLDS WITH
INTEGRATED SMALL-SCALE RENEWABLE
SYSTEMS
3.1

Dimensioning of distributed renewable systems for load coverage

The following calculations are based on the analysis of electrical energy
consumption in households described in the previous chapter and in Articles [II] and
[V].
PV System Dimensioning for Typical Estonian Households
The following calculations (3.1.1-3.1.2) are simplified and do not take into account
the PV system performance ratio, including system losses, and the temperature
coefficient of module efficiency. Solar modules based on crystalline cells can even
reach a performance ratio of 85 - 95% [66].

A pv 

1
k pr



Apv,ideal 

Ec
1
1 Ec



,
E pv k pr  pv E s

(3.1.1)

Ec
1 Ec


,
E pv  pv Es

(3.1.2)

where Apv – PV module area; kpr – performance ratio; Ec – electricity consumption
per day; Epv – electricity generation of a PV system per day; Es – global irradiance in
Wh; ηpv – efficiency of a PV system.
In different seasons of the northern regions, the deviation of global solar irradiation
and PV system generated energy is relatively high. The coefficient of variation VR of
monthly generation is 72% (3.1.3).
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E
i 1
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,

(3.1.3)

n  E pv

where Epv,i – generated electricity at the hour i; n – 24 hours a day;
daily electricity generation.
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E pv

– average

High variations in annual electricity generation are the main problem to define an
optimal PV system and electricity reserves for an energy storage system for load
coverage.
Wind Turbine Dimensioning for Typical Estonian Households
The following calculations (3.1.4-3.1.5) are simplified and do not take into account
the wind-turbine performance ratio, including system losses and efficiency of power
electronics.

P

     d 2  v 3
8

1
 cw     A  v3 ,
2

Pr ,c  Pr , g 

Ec
,
Eg

(3.1.4)

(3.1.5)

where P- power of a turbine; A – rotor area;  - density of air; - efficiency; d diameter of the rotor; v - wind speed; cw - power coefficient; Ec – electricity
consumption per day; Eg – electricity generation of a wind-turbine per day; Pr,g –
rated power of a wind turbine; Pr,c – needed rated power of a wind turbine for
covering daily electricity consumption.
The following analysis compares three micro-generation systems using the
dimensioning methodology described in [II, IV]:



PV system with an area of 34 m2 and optimal efficiency of 20% [II];



WT system – with a rated power of 10 kW [IV];



HY that consists of a PV system with an area of 18 m2 and efficiency of
20%, and WT system – with a rated power of 5 kW.

The efficiency of 20% corresponds to that of recent best PV panels on the market.
Efficiencies of generation units are important for generation system dimensioning
but affect less the correlation between the load and generation than the dimensions
of the energy storage system. For example, by increasing the PV system efficiency
up to 40%, the capacitance of the energy reserve could be decreased only up to 10%.
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3.2

Electricity generation and load balance

Energy balance of an electricity system can be described according to the following
simplified formula:

E pp  E c  E sp  Elos E pp  E dir ,c  E res ,c  E sp  Elos

 

,

(3.2.1)

Ec

where Epp – electricity generated by a generation system; Ec – electricity
consumption; Esp – surplus of generated electricity; Elos – total losses; Edir,c – direct
consumption of electricity generated by a generation system; Eres,c – indirect
consumption of electricity generated by a generation system (stored energy reserve
of generated energy).
In the calculation system losses are not taken into account (Elos = 0).
First, the diversity of power generation was analyzed with the load on an average
day of each month. Since the workday and weekend have different consumption
patterns, the analysis was made separately for both periods. Energy balance Ebal,i at
the hour i can be calculated using equation (3.2.2):

E bal ,i  E c ,i  E g ,i ,

(3.2.2)

where Eg,i – electricity generated at the hour i; Ec,i – electricity consumption at the
hour i.
According to the calculations at the WD, the average surplus of the generated energy
is the highest at midday when the load is trivial compared to the evening. Load
maximum prevails in the evening from 16 to 21 o’clock. This means that the
generated energy should be stored for the evening period (Figure. 3.2.1).
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Figure. 3.2.1. Balance of WD consumption and generation

Solutions should be found for more efficient utilization of this generated electricity
surplus. On the HD the direct load coverage from all renewable energy sources is
better than on the WD [VI]. Surplus energy of the WD or HD could be stored in the
energy storage or used by controllable (shiftable) loads, such as a refrigerator, a
water heater or a washing machine proposed in the ECOGRID project [67].

3.3

Electricity surplus and shortage

According to the seasonal analysis, the PV system has the highest electricity surplus
during the summer season (from April to September) and the highest shortage
during the winter season (from October to March). The analysis indicated that the
WT system is most optimal in particular houshold conditions. The result revealed a
minor shortage during the HD in the summer season, which could be easily solved
by proper load management. The analysis also showed that electricity consumption
over the summer season is at least 15% smaller than in winter (Figure. 3.3.1). If the
electricity supply system has a grid connection, then zero-generation hours can be
covered with cheaper off-peak electricity from the electricity market.
The main disadvantage of a hybrid system is its higher initial system cost and
shortage in power generation during winter holidays.
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Figure. 3.3.1. Seasonal electricity surplus/shortage of the three systems

According to the monthly analysis, the wind energy system and hybrid energy
systems could theoretically cover the average WD electricity consumption during
the entire year. The wind energy system has a higher surplus from October to
February when electricity consumption is the highest. This is an advantage
compared to the other systems [VI]. The relative electricity surplus coefficient ksp
can be calculated using equation (3.3.1):
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where Esp – daily surplus of electricity; Ec – total daily electricity consumption; Eg,i –
electricity generated at the hour i; n – 24 hours a day; Ec,i – electricity consumption
at the hour i.
The monthly energy balance analysis shows that all the three described systems have
trouble covering the average HD electricity consumption during the entire year
(Figure. 3.3.2).
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Fi
gure. 3.3.2. Relative electricity surplus and shortage of an average HD of a month

The coefficient of variation VR of the monthly power generation of WT is 25%
(for a PV system - 72%, and a HY system - 28%) (3.3.2).
ny
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E
i 1

g ,i , m

 Eg

,

(3.3.2)

ny  Eg

where Eg,i,m – electricity generated at the month i; ny – 12 months a year; E g –
average annual electricity generation.
WT or a HY system has an advantage of lower variations in annual electricity
generation over a PV system (Figure. 3.3.3).
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Figure. 3.3.3. Variation of monthly power generation

3.4

Demand for stored energy to cover household electrical power
consumption on an average day

The demand for stored energy (3.4.1) to cover household power consumption from
ES (during low power generation hour) in the WD and the HD during summer
months (from May to August) is almost equal for all three analyzed systems. The
highest differences in the requirements were detected from November to January.
Figure 3.4.1 shows that the hybrid system has the smallest variation between the
seasons during workdays.
n

n

i 1

i 1

E g ,i  E c ,i  E res   (E c ,i  E g ,i )   E g ,i  E c ,i ,

(3.4.1)

where Eres – daily demand for stored energy; Eres,i – demand for stored energy at the
hour i; Eg,i – electricity generated at the hour i; n – 24 hours a day.
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Figure. 3.4.1. Relative demand for stored electricity compared to total demand on an average
WD of a month

To describe the relative daily demand for stored electricity compared to the total
demand (i.e. consumption), the coefficient kres (3.4.2) can be used.
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,

(3.4.2)

c ,i

where kres – relative daily demand for stored electricity compared to the total
demand (i.e. consumption); Ec,i – electricity consumption at the hour i; Eg,i –
electricity generated at the hour i.
At an average WD, the household with the wind energy system had the lowest
maximum stored electricity demand (about 5.2 kWh). The household with the hybrid
system had the second lowest maximum stored electricity demand, i.e. about 12%
higher demand than that of the wind energy system (Figure. 3.4.2).
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Figure. 3.4.2. Relative demand for stored electricity compared to the total demand on an
average HD of a month

At an average HD, the household with the hybrid energy system had the lowest
maximum stored electricity demand in December (about 7.4 kWh). The wind energy
system had the second lowest maximum stored electricity demand, about 8% higher
than that of the hybrid energy system [VI]. Generation systems should be oversized
according to Figures 3.5.1-3.5.2 to cover loads in the winter season.

3.5

Direct coverage of household electrical loads from renewable
energy sources

Figures 3.4.1-3.4.2 illustrate how the energy consumption can be directly covered by
different systems. No differences exist between the three systems during workdays,
meaning that about 50% of energy consumption can be covered directly from the
renewable energy source (Figure. 3.5.1).
The main difference in the Nordic region turned out to be during the winter
season, when WT and HY systems have significant advantages over PV systems.
The WT and HY system can cover respectively about 90% and 70% of energy
consumption directly during the coldest three months in winter (from November to
January). Electricity directly consumed (Edir) from a WT, PV or HY can be
calculated as in (3.5.1, 3.5.2):
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where Edir – average daily directly consumed electricity; Ec – daily total energy
consumption; kdir – relative direct coverage of load.

Figure. 3.5.1. Relative direct coverage of the household load on an average WD of a month

The HD consumption pattern had the highest impact on the direct consumption
coverage in a PV and a HY system and the lowest in a WT system (Figure. 3.5.2).
Annual average direct load coverage in a HD is 10-13% higher than on a WD. The
same indicator for a WT system is about 5%. These numbers show clearly that
generation curves of the PV and HY systems are more similar to power consumption
curves on weekends.
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Figure. 3.5.2. Relative direct coverage of the household load on an average HD of a month

3.6

Demand for stored energy according to zero generation periods

Comparison of the three systems reveals that in hybrid systems 90% of periods
without power generation are shorter than 12 hours. In a PV and a WT system, these
numbers are 18 and 22 hours, respectively (Figure. 3.6.1).

Figure. 3.6.1. Histogram of periods without power generation (2005-2009)
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Compared to a PV and a WT system, the periods without PG can be reduced with a
hybrid system by 33% and 45%, accordingly. In addition, the demand for stored
electricity to cover the 90% of periods without PG could be also proportionally
smaller. In hybrid systems, the average monthly periods without power generation
are shorter than in the PV or WT systems. For a HY, a PV and a WT system, the
annual average periods without PG are 6, 12 and 10, respectively (Figure. 3.6.2).
Figure 3.6.3 illustrates the average maximum periods without power generation
over the year (according to the weather analysis from 2005 to 2009).

Figure. 3.6.2. Average periods without power generation (2005-2009)
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Figure. 3.6.3. Average maximum periods without power generation

In the Nordic regions, the average maximum periods without power generation in
December are two times longer than in June. According to the presented curve of
hybrid systems, the demand for an additional energy source in winter is higher than
in the summer season, but the duration of periods is approximately three times
shorter than in the WT system. In hybrid systems, during winter seasons the wind
turbines have the highest impact on the power generation, while the power
generation of a PV system in December is 20 times lower than in June. An
additional energy source is anyway needed to cover long wind-lulls, because power
generation from PV panels is very low in the winter season - approximately 15%
from the annual production. In WT- and PV-based household systems, about 50% of
hours should be covered from storage or an additional power generation unit. In a
hybrid system, it is 25%.

3.7

Correlation between distributed power generation, load and spot
price

The correlation analysis of power generation and consumption shows that the WT
system is most suitable for Nordic countries in coastal areas. However, a
disadvantage of all the systems is the poor correlation between the workday load and
power generation (Table 3.7.1).
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Cor ( x, y ) 
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(3.7.1)

where x is the first range of values (e.g. power generation) and y is the second range
of values (e.g. power consumption).
AL in Table 3.7.1 corresponds to an average load. Negative correlation values refer
to possible difficulties when covering household loads from these renewable sources
on WDs.
TABLE 3.7.1 Correlation between average power generation and consumption

AL
WD
HD

PV
-14%

WT
5%

WT+PV
-11%

-49%

-40%

-48%

24%

49%

28%

According to the data of electricity spot price from 2011 to 2012 (a year after
opening of the electricity market in Estonia), all the described renewable power
generation systems are in good correlation with the spot price at the electricity
market. The most suitable PG solution seems to be a hybrid or a PV system 83.9%
and 83.6%, accordingly. This means that excess of energy could be sold with the
best spot price. The correlation between the average power consumption and the
spot prices is worse at the weekend while the correlation coefficient is the highest at
72.5%. [VI]
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis focuses on the concurrent analysis of the energy usage pattern of the
households, open market price fluctuations and solar and wind power generation and
market price fluctuations. The main outcomes of statistical analysis are as follows:










The minimum energy reserves that an electrical energy storage system should
have for household energy consumption:
 shifting based on the two-tariff system - 19-27% of daily consumption;
 shifting based on the NPS average daily price - 19-47% of daily
consumption;
 balancing if shiftable loads consumption is not separately shifted - 22-40%
of daily consumption; balancing if shiftable loads consumption is
separately shifted - 6% of daily consumption.
If shiftable loads like water heaters, dish washers and other similar appliances
are not included, then the minimum energy reserves for household power
consumption shifting stay between 75....100%.
Compared to a PV and a WT system, the periods without power generation can
be reduced with a hybrid system by 33% and 45%, accordingly. In addition, the
demand for stored electricity to cover 90% of periods without PG. could be also
proportionally smaller. Comparison of the three systems reveals that in hybrid
systems 90% of the periods without power generation are shorter than 12 hours.
In a PV and a WT system these numbers respectively are 18 and 22 hours. In
WT- and PV-based household systems about 50% of hours should be covered
from storage or an additional power generation unit. In a hybrid system it is
25%.
An increase in the efficiency of a PV system will reduce the area of PV panels,
but it has a relatively small impact on the storage system capacity. Double
efficiency of a PV system will decrease the reserve system capacity only up to
10%.
According to seasonal electricity surplus/shortage of generation units and
correlation with energy consumption, a wind turbine system suits properly as it
covers the seasonal and daily demand best. On coastal areas, the hybrid or
windpower systems are more feasible in autonomous power generation systems
where the correlation between power consumption and generation is better. On
the inland the PVs and hybrid systems are more feasible.

In off-grid household the electricity reserve should be at least 645% of daily
consumption if only WT is installed. If PV is added to the system, the reserve can be
reduced but not significantly as the longest periods without WT power generation
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occur in January and October when it is the lowest PV power generation period. In
an on-grid household, the electricity reserve is more dependent on the consumption
pattern and the current price plan and generally the needed reserve is smaller than
daily electricity consumption.
Further research into the issues discussed continues. Currently, historical recorded
data were used, but as there are already several distributed generation installations,
real information could be included to correspond to more realistic situations. Future
research will address the actual distributed generation environment.

The main scientific result of the thesis is the energy reserve optimization
methodology for grid connected households with integrated small-scale renewable
systems, which includes the following steps:

1. Analysis of load patterns and time-dependence of power consumption to

2.

3.

4.

5.

determine
a. load taxonomy including amount of shiftable and non-shiftable
loads
b. load shifting possibilities, depending on the two-tariff system price
and on the Nord Pool Spot price
c. load balancing possibilities
Analysis of power generation of distributed renewable systems to define
a. prospective seasonal and daily power generation
b. seasonal electricity surplus and shortage including load coverage
c. period without power generation
Analysis of daily balance between electricity distributed power generation
and consumption to define
a. direct coverage of loads from renewable energy sources
b. daily demand for energy reserve to cover power consumption
c. correlation between power generation and consumption
Analysis of electricity Nord Pool Spot price to define
a. daily demand for energy reserve to cover possible zero-generation
periods of renewable systems
b. correlation between price, power generation and consumption
Theoretical outcomes and recommendation for dimensioning of small-scale
renewables systems and possible energy reserves

Practical value of the thesis is as follows:
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1. Developed methodology was/is already used by other research group
members in the following research projects:
a. Analysis of Large Electricity Consumers Demand Profiles to
Determine Implementation of Demand-Side Management Measures,
Lep12121
b. Analysis of Local Energy Production Possibilities for Office
Building, Lep12154
c. Design consultation and technical support for Suur-Ameerika Street
1 office building, Lep12012
d. Energy resources and their using and storing potentiality in Pakri
EG, stage 1, Lep12176
2. In the Baltic countries proper analysis for small-scale renewable systems is
scarce. Some results described in the thesis were used also for the
preparation of measures for financial support of new renewable systems for
small- and middle- scale consumers.
Future research areas





Price prediction methodologies for mid-range price prediction to help to
change the price plan in a household.
Economical use of real-time tariff in the demand-side using available
renewable energy sources.
Feasible usage of electric car batteries as an energy reserve in households.
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ABSTRACT
Current thesis explores reductions of the total expenditure of the households derived
from the possibility that from 2013 households can make use of the real-time
electricity tariffs and access the benefits of linking the electricity price fluctuations
in the free market to the generation of electricity on the demand side. The goal is to
find economically feasible dimensions of electricity reserves without changing
consumption characteristics. Topicality of the study lies in the fact that in a short
term, entire households must transfer to the new tariff systems across Europe to
purchase electricity from the free market. Free market with price volatility provides
several options on how to keep the price level lower on the demand side. Although
the real-time tariff has its own advantages, the current household automation is not
following new trends and profitable usage of price volatility at the households is not
yet a simple action. The renewable energy sources have also been significantly
reduced in price. Solar panel and wind generator prices are decreasing each year.
Chapter 1 describes the formation of the free electricity market and principles of
behavior of the free market, the status of Estonia in the free electricity market, and
the options of energy storages in the households.
Chapter 2 evaluates consumers' electricity usage patterns and consumption time
dependence. It also provides guidelines for the calculation of the consumption of the
reserves in relation to the market price movements.
In the final chapter the usability of renewable energy sources in Estonia and
dimensioning relevant systems on the basis of wind speed and sunshine and usage
patterns of the consumers in relation with Nord Pool Spot prices are assessed. In
addition, the sample solar module, wind generator and hybrid system capabilities for
covering household loads in Estonian households are analyzed.
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KOKKUVÕTE
Antud doktoritöös uuritakse võimalust kodumajapidamistes kulutusi kokku hoida
arvestades võimalust alates 2013 aastast kasutada elektrienergia tunnipõhiseid tariife
ning sidudes elektribörsi hinnakõikumisi taastuvenergiaallikatest saadava elektrienergiaga. Töö üldeesmärgiks on leida majanduslikult otstarbekas elektrienergia
reservide vajadus kulude kokkuhoiuks ilma tarbimiskarakteristikuid muutmata. Töö
teema on aktuaalne seoses sellega, et ka kodumajapidamised peavad lähiajal kogu
Europas üle minema uutele tariifisüsteemidele, kuna on kohustatud ostma
elektrienergiat vabaturu tingimustes. Vabaturg oma hinnavolatiilsusega annab
mitmeid võimalusi, kuidas hinnataset tarbijapoolel madalamal hoida. Kuigi
reaalajahinnal on omi eeliseid pole sellega kaasa jõudnud kodumajapidamiste
automaatika ning hinnakõikumis ärakasutamine pole veel lihtne tegevus. Samuti on
oluliselt arenenud tasuvamaks ka taastuvenergeetika tootmisallikad. Nii
päikesepaneelid kui ka tuulegeneraatorid odavnevad iga aastaga.
Töö esimeses peatükis on kirjeldatud vabaturu teket ning vaba elektrituru
käitumispõhimõtteid, Eesti seisundit vabaturul ning energiasalvestuse võimalusi
tarkvõrkudes.
Teises peatükis hinnatakse ja klassifitseeritakse tarbijate kasutusmustreid ning
tarbimise ajasõltuvust. Samuti antakse esmased juhised reservide arvutamiseks
lähtuvalt tarbimisest ja arvestades turuhinna liikumisi.
Viimases peatükis hinnatakse taastuvenergeetikavahendite kasutusvõmalusi Eestis
ning vastavate süsteemide dimensioneerimist lähtuvalt nii tuulest, päikesepaistest ja
tarbijate kasutusmustrist samuti lähtudes ka Nord Pool spot börsihinnast. Lisaks on
analüüsitud täpsustatud suurusega päikesepaneeli, konkreetse võimsusega
tuulegeneraatori ning nendest kombineeritud hübriidsüsteemi võimekust tagada
energiavarustus kodumajapidamises Eesti tingimustes.
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